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Shortage of Coders .. 
worldwide 

Coding is expensive

It requires a good amount of 
time to develop the basic 
backend frontend 

Time-consuming

Coding is tedious , boring 
and error-prone.
Most of coders hates coding

Tedious  and Boring

Problems...
We  have solved a multi billion dollar problem 



A large scale Full-Stack working code 
can be generate in fraction of a budget 
previously allocated 

Super Budget Friendly 

uCode.ai generates Full-Stack CRUD 
codes  in a matter of minutes

Super Fast Development

Say goodbye to tedious coding tasks 
and welcome a new era of rapid 
development.

Happy coding for all 

uCode.ai combines the power 
of artificial intelligence, 
machine learning, and a robust 
code generation engine to 
produce high-quality full-stack 
CRUD codes.



How it 
Works ?

60-70 % codes of any 
business application 

is  CRUD operations and  
uCode.ai will generate it in 

minutes !!

CRUD= Create , Read , Update Delete 



Our Product service

• Define your data model and requirements.
• uCode.ai understands your needs and generates full CRUD 

codes 
• Fine-tune your  your  code and add business logic.
• Download generated code for immediate use.



Traction
We already have some have 
some traction  

A Qatar based software company used 
our platform to generate 3 Dashboard
web application. 
The system charged 2900 USD. 
This happen in our internal test release



Digitalisation is a norm everywhere which 
prompt massive software development 
project.

Global Digitalisation 

AI is  trending and people desperately
looking for AI tool for repetitive  and 
tedious task. 

AI is trending

If a tool can save your time, money and 
effort  it will be definitely game changing.

Time,Money and effort

Market 
Potential 



Size the 
Market
The global software market size was 
estimated at USD 589.6 billion in 2022 
and it is anticipated to reach around 
USD 1,789.14 billion by 2032

589.6 Billion
Total Available Market (TAM)

5.8 Billion
Serviceable Available Market (SAM)

1 Billion
Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM)



Competitive 
Advantages
There are lots of AI platform which can 
generate code but uCode.ai is the only platform 
which generate full Project code ie. 
1) Back-end 
2) Web Front-End
3) Mobile App
4) Test-Automation and document. 



Use Cases
Potential Customer

Quickly build a Minimum Viable Product to 
validate ideas.

Startup MVP

Focus on functionality and 
innovation within tight timelines.

Tech-Company 
uCode.ai can help Freelancers to handle 
multiple project in limited timespan  

Free-lancer

Lots of MNC have old and 
sluggish software , they can 
revamp their product super-fast

MNC



Business or
Revenue Model

uCode.ai will charge as per 
project volume. 
Project volume is 
determined by number fields 
in the database

There is  free credit 
available so that user can  
do  some Trial before 
purchase.    



Road Map 

Aug -2023
Beta Released

Generate Backend and Web 
App

Dec -2023
Version 1 Release

Mobile App Generation

June -2024
Version 2 Release

With Major Framework 
support for

Back-end , Web and Mobile 
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Contact Us

+60176701946

kalam@mypaaa.com

https://uCode.ai



Thank you Questions
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